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Nestled in the heart of Scotland's vibrant capital lies a haven of natural 

beauty and animal magic: Edinburgh Zoo. As one of the most beloved 

attractions in the city, Edinburgh Zoo has been enchanting visitors for over 

a century with its diverse array of wildlife and commitment to conservation. 

 

Established in 1913, Edinburgh Zoo is managed by the Royal Zoological 

Society of Scotland (RZSS) and sprawls across 82 acres of lush parkland. 

Its picturesque setting, overlooking the stunning Edinburgh skyline and the 

Pentland Hills, provides the perfect backdrop for a day of exploration and 

discovery. 
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What sets Edinburgh Zoo apart is its unwavering dedication to animal 

welfare and conservation. The zoo is home to over 1,000 animals 

representing more than 200 species, including endangered and rare creatures 

from around the globe. From majestic lions and playful penguins to elusive 

pandas and mischievous monkeys, each resident at the zoo plays a vital role 

in education, research, and breeding programs aimed at safeguarding their 

species for generations to come. 

 

One of the highlights of Edinburgh Zoo is its world-famous giant pandas, 

Tian Tian and Yang Guang. These charismatic bears, on loan from China, 

have captured the hearts of millions since their arrival in 2011. Visitors flock 

to their state-of-the-art enclosure, designed to mimic the pandas' natural 

habitat, for a chance to catch a glimpse of these elusive creatures. 
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But the magic of Edinburgh Zoo extends far beyond pandas. The zoo is also 

home to the UK's only koalas, a group of koalas that have been brought over 

from Australia as part of a global conservation effort. Other must-see 

attractions include the Penguin Parade, where visitors can watch these 

adorable birds waddle and frolic, and the daily animal talks and feeding 

sessions that offer fascinating insights into the lives of the zoo's residents. 
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Beyond its role as a premier tourist destination, Edinburgh Zoo is a vital hub 

for conservation and research. The zoo actively participates in breeding 

programs for endangered species, conducts groundbreaking scientific 

research, and collaborates with conservation organizations worldwide to 

protect threatened habitats and wildlife. 

 

Moreover, Edinburgh Zoo is committed to providing enriching experiences 

for visitors of all ages. From educational workshops and guided tours to 

immersive exhibits and interactive displays, the zoo offers a plethora of 

opportunities for learning and engagement. Its dedicated team of zookeepers 

and educators work tirelessly to inspire a love of nature and wildlife 

conservation in every visitor who walks through its gates. 

 

In a rapidly changing world where the preservation of biodiversity is more 

critical than ever, Edinburgh Zoo stands as a beacon of hope and inspiration. 

Through its unwavering commitment to animal welfare, conservation, and 

education, the zoo continues to make a profound impact on both local and 

global scales. So, whether you're a wildlife enthusiast, a family seeking 

adventure, or simply looking for a day of fun and discovery, Edinburgh Zoo 
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offers an unforgettable experience that will leave you awe-struck and 

inspired. 
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